Abstract. The main goal of the paper is to present a logic synthesis strategy dedicated to an LUT-based FPGA. New elements of the proposed synthesis strategy include: an original method of function decomposition, non-disjoint decomposition, and technology mapping dedicated to configurability of logic blocks. The aim of all of the proposed synthesis approaches is the sharing of appropriately configured logic blocks. Innovation of the methods is based on the way of searching decomposition, which relies on multiple cutting of an MTBDD diagram describing a multi-output function. The essence of the proposed algorithms rests on the method of unicoding dedicated to sharing resources, searching non-disjoint decomposition on the basis of the partition of root tables, and choosing the levels of diagram cutting that will guarantee the best mapping to complex logic blocks. The methods mentioned above were implemented in the MultiDec tool. The efficiency of the analyzed methods was experimentally confirmed by comparing the synthesis results with both academic and commercial tools.
that factorization procedures are supported by the procedures of variables ordering, searching for core functions, and various strategies of connecting separated elements. In fact, the essence of technology mapping is the partition and converting of a logic net that describes Boolean function in general, together with an appropriate choice of nodes or branches reflecting a multi-level form of function [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Configurability of logic blocks, for instance ALMap [13] , is more and more often used in the process of technology mapping. In the process of multi-level optimization, various types of graphs, such as BDD, are used [14] [15] [16] [17] .
There are the methods of function technology mapping in LUT-based FPGA structures in which a classic model of decomposition plays a crucial role. A classic model of decomposition may also be one of the elements of synthesis dedicated to CPLD structures [18] [19] [20] . In fact, it is the basis of function synthesis reflected in LUT-based FPGA structures. Sometimes, logic synthesis method is targeted at FPGA architectures with specialized embedded memory blocks (EMB) [21, 22] . In all cases, decomposition of Boolean functions turns out to be a key problem. Decomposition of multi-output functions leads to better results than decomposition done separately on each single function. It is because of the fact that shared blocks are the result of decomposition of Boolean functions and are used by several single-output functions at the same time. A classic model of decomposition is the basis of a series of decomposition algorithms [5, [23] [24] [25] . Synthesis methods use various graph algorithms that enable indication of column multiplicity of partition tables or a proper transformation of Boolean functions. Undoubtedly, one of the main advantages of a classic function decomposition is the natural admitting of don't-care states. It is probably the most important element making these methods one of the most effective. In last years, a series of various synthesis
Introduction
Configurable logic resources of logic blocks, included in LUTbased FPGA structures, enable carrying out any function that has a specified number of variables. The number of inputs of logic blocks is considerably low (4) (5) (6) , and that is why one of the main problems of logic synthesis is decomposition. It is the theoretical background of the partition of function variables. The result of function decomposition is the partition of a designed circuit on LUT blocks that have a given number of inputs.
The most popular model of function decomposition is the model suggested by Ashenhurst and Curtis [1, 2] . In fact, the main aim of this model was to transform Boolean expressions. Besides, it was competitive for the minimization method created by Quine McCluskey. The creation of LUT-based FPGA structures arouses interest in the theory of decomposition. A series of various types of algorithms have been created from scratch and were adopted from other synthesis strategies dedicated to gate arrays (MIS-PGA [3] , ASYL [4] , Chortle [5] , etc.)
Function decomposition is strongly associated with technology mapping in the blocks of an LUT-based type that have a given number of inputs. Technology mapping, which was used in many approaches, is connected with the problem of multi-level minimization. The essence of technology mapping is based on appropriate logic net partition. In a very early stage, it often corresponds to the function after a two-level minimization. Multi-level optimization focuses on the factorization of Boolean functions and leads to the separation of common elements carried out by shared logic resources. It often happens 318 Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 65 (3) 2017 M. Kubica and D. Kania systems, which also give satisfying results, have been created. The examples of such systems include BDS [26] , BDS-PGA 2.0 [17] , DDBDD [27, 28] , and DAOmap [7] . The elements of resynthesis are more and more often used in the process of synthesis [8, 29, 30] . ABC system turns out to be especially vital as it uses AIG graphs in the process of complex synthesis of combinational, as well as sequential circuits [31] .
The methods using binary decision diagrams are of particular interest [15, [26] [27] [28] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The most important advantage is the relatively low calculating, as well as memory complexity of the algorithms using BDD. Taking everything into account, it is crucial to search for effective function decomposition that would be described using binary decision diagrams. Besides, it is especially beneficial to direct the searching of the partition of BDD diagram matched to the configurability of logic blocks.
The purpose of the paper is to present new elements of function decomposition whose main aim is to guarantee effective technology mapping in LUT-based logic blocks. Function decomposition is the basis of technology mapping matched to configurability of logic blocks. Original technology mapping approach is proposed too. The partition of a circuit is connected with the partition of function variables. One part of n-input variables is the set of variables for p-bound functions carried out in a bound block. The rest of the variables create a free set. From technology mapping of multi-output function point of view, it is key for LUTk/x blocks that card(Xb) • k and card(Xf)+p • k, where k indicates the number of inputs of LUT block.
Theoretical background
In fact, due to a substantial number of variables it is necessary to use more complex models of decomposition such as iterative and multiple decomposition [2, 37] . In the case of complex models of decomposition, it is important to choose an appropriate decomposition path first, and then to gradually limit the number of variables until the number of inputs of sub-circuits is lower than or equal to k.
The way of function representation has a significant influence on the process of searching for an appropriate decomposition. Representation in the form of a BDD diagram turns out to be especially vital while searching for a complex decomposition. Function decomposition is a horizontal cutting of a diagram in which the extract above the cutting line complies with a bound set, and the extract below the cutting line complies with a free set. The number of bound functions conforms the number of bits necessary to distinguish the so-called cut nodes, i.e. the nodes below the cutting line, to which the edges from the top part of the diagram are led [37] [38] [39] .
Let us consider decomposition of the function f : B 7 ! B 2 shown in Fig. 2 . The MTBDD diagram, presented on Fig. 2a , was divided with a red cutting line into two parts. The extract above the red cutting line, includes three variables E0 = {x0, x1, x2}. The edges, coming out of this extract, indicate two nodes (k, l) placed below the cutting line. In order to distinguish them, a single bit can be enough to lead to a single bound function. Multiple cutting method of BDD diagram is a kind of an expansion of the single cutting method. The extract of a diagram between red and black lines including the variables E1 = {x3, x4, x5, x6} has two roots named l and k. In order to indicate the number of necessary bound functions connected with this extract, there is a need to create a root table (Fig. 2c ) [37] . The rows of a root table correspond to the roots of the analyzed extract and the columns correspond to separate paths in a diagram. A single row in a root table (associated with a given Decomposition of multi-output functions oriented to configurability of logic blocks root) will be called the vector of cut nodes. In the cells of a root table the symbols corresponding to cut nodes below the cutting line were placed (in the analyzed example, they are terminal nodes 11 and 01). The number of bound functions depends on column multiplicity of a root table υ(Xf jE1), therefore the number of various column patterns [37] . In a root table in Fig. 2 there are four column patterns, what may lead to the necessity of introducing two bound functions. Technology mapping in LUT_4/1 blocks is presented in Fig. 2b .
The essence of the paper is to present chosen synthesis strategies dedicated to LUT-based FPGA structures. Innovation of the algorithms lies in the methods of multiple cutting of a BDD diagram. The way of the cutting matches the resources of logic structures and plays a key role in the process of technology mapping of multi-output function to configurability of logic blocks.
Logic synthesis oriented to LUT-based FPGA
In this section the way of technology mapping of multi-output function will be presented, as it is considered to be the basis of an efficient algorithm of carrying out multi-output function in LUT-based FPGA structures. Analyzed diagrams, such as SMTBDD (shared multi-terminal binary decision diagram) presented in [37, 38] , were used. In general, the SMTBDD diagram is a multi-root diagram including two multi-bit roots. The process of technology mapping, which is the basis of the proposed method, is based on appropriate multi-cutting of the MTBDD diagram.
Decomposition of a multi-output function.
Advantages resulting from the usage of decomposition of multi-output functions in the process of logic synthesis include the opportunity of sharing of logic blocks. The idea of sharing a bound block is shown in Fig. 3 . 
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There is a possibility of searching for decomposition of a multioutput function through the analysis of ROBDD describing separate multi-output functions. In this case, in the process of searching for decomposition, it is necessary for the cutting line to be at the same level. In addition, separate diagrams should have the same ordering of variables above the cut lines.
The extracts of diagrams above the cutting line are associated with appropriate vectors of cut nodes. Because of the fact that the process of cutting should be done on the same level in all the diagrams, the vectors of cut nodes should have the same number of elements. In order to define the number of needed bound functions, it is necessary to introduce the notion of a partition table.  Definition 1:  A partition table is a two-dimensional table whose  columns are connected with appropriate paths of BDD  diagram, the rows correspond with separate multi-output  function, and the elements of a table include the symbols  associated with cut nodes. Column multiplicity of a partition table defines the number of necessary bound functions (card(G)) in accordance with the relation card(G) = lg 2 (column multiplicity of a partition table).
The idea of sharing a bound block in the process of decomposition with the use of BDD is presented in Example 1.
Example 1.
Let us consider carrying out of three single- 
Fig. 2. Function decomposition described in the form of BDD that is the result of multiple cutting
The essence of the paper is to present chosen synthesis strategies dedicated to LUT-based FPGA structures. Innovation of the algorithms lies in the methods of multiple cutting of a BDD diagram. The way of the cutting matches the resources of logic structures and plays a key role in the process of technology mapping of multioutput function to configurability of logic blocks.
Logic synthesis oriented to LUT-based FPGA
In this section the way of technology mapping of multi-output function will be presented, as it is considered to be the basis of an efficient algorithm of carrying out multi-output function in LUT-based FPGA structures. Analyzed diagrams, such as SMTBDD (shared multiterminal binary decision diagram) presented in [37, 38] , were used. In general, the SMTBDD diagram is a multiroot diagram including two multi-bit roots. The process of technology mapping, which is the basis of the proposed method, is based on appropriate multi-cutting of the MTBDD diagram.
3.1
Decomposition of a multi-output function Advantages resulting from the usage of decomposition of multi-output functions in the process of logic synthesis include the opportunity of sharing of logic blocks. The idea of sharing a bound block is shown in Fig. 3 . In accordance with (1), G indicates the set of p-bound
The extracts of diagrams above the cutting line are associated with appropriate vectors of cut nodes. Because of the fact that the process of cutting should be done on the same level in all the diagrams, the vectors of cut nodes should have the same number of elements. In order to define the number of needed bound functions, it is necessary to introduce the notion of a partition Column multiplicity of a partition table defines the number of necessary bound functions (card(G)) in accordance with the relation card(G) = lg 2 (column multiplicity of a partition table).
Example 1.
Let us consider carrying out of three singleoutput functions: f0, f1, and f2 on LUT_3/1 blocks. Functions f0, f1, and f2 describe the diagrams shown in Fig. 4a . For separate diagrams, the cutting line was led on the same level. Bound sets are three-element sets. There are three cut nodes: 0, 1, and a in the diagram connected with the function f0. In order to distinguish them, it is necessary to use two bits (two bound functions). The In accordance with (1), G indicates the set of p-bound func-
There is a possibility of searching for decomposition of a multi-output function through the analysis of ROBDD describing separate multi-output functions. In this case, in the process of searching for decomposition, it is necessary for the cutting line to be at the same level. In addition, separate diagrams should have the same ordering of variables above the cut lines.
The extracts of diagrams above the cutting line are associated with appropriate vectors of cut nodes. Because of the fact that the process of cutting should be done on the same level in all the diagrams, the vectors of cut nodes should have the same number of elements. In order to define the number of needed bound functions, it is necessary to introduce the notion of a partition M. Kubica and D. Kania diagrams, the cutting line was led on the same level. Bound sets are three-element sets. There are three cut nodes: 0, 1, and a in the diagram connected with the function f0. In order to distinguish them, it is necessary to use two bits (two bound functions). The diagram, associated with the function f1, has two cut nodes: 1 and b for a given cutting line. In order to differentiate them, a single bit is necessary (a single bound function). In the last diagram, connected with the function f2, there are two cut nodes: c and d. Again, one bit is needed in order to distinguish them. To sum up, in the case of carrying out the functions f0, f1, and f2 separately, it is a must to use four bound functions connected with four bound blocks.
It is also possible to share bound blocks. First, the vectors of cut nodes for each of three functions (f0, f1, and f2) should be determined. Second, a two-dimensional partition table should be created (Fig. 4b) . Because of the fact that the multi-output function consists of three functions, a partition table in Fig. 4b has three rows. In the partition table there are the symbols connected with appropriate cut nodes for each function. In Fig. 4b , four column patterns -A, B, C, and D -may be distinguished. The column patterns in this table correspond, respectively, to cut nodes in the MTBDD diagram that represents the multioutput function (Fig. 4c) . Because of the fact that the number of the patterns (cut nodes of MTBDD diagram) is 4, two bits are needed to distinguish them. It may lead to the creation of two bound functions connected with two bound blocks (LUT3/1). Thanks to the usage of sharing of bound blocks, it was possible to reduce the number of bound functions and the number of LUT blocks. The obtained circuit structure is presented in Fig. 4d .
The same process of searching for shared blocks may be conducted for multi-root SMTBDDs [37] . The way of proceeding turns out to be also nearly the same, except for the fact that the symbols, placed in the cells of a partition table, are connected with an appropriate column pattern in a root table and not with the cut nodes.
Unfortunately, combining too many functions into a multioutput function carried out on common resources may lead to a substantial increase in the number of bound functions and the number of LUT blocks. [40] presents the algorithm of gradual merging of BDD diagrams representing separate functions. The process of merging two diagrams is acceptable when the number of cut nodes in MTBDD diagram, gained after merging, is not higher than the number of cut nodes in the diagrams before merging. An appropriate multi-output function, carried out on shared blocks, is obtained.
In order to avoid the problem of the number of bound functions being too high, sharing of only some bound functions may be used. The idea of such sharing is presented in Fig. 5 . Fig. 4a . For arate diagrams, the cutting line on the same level was Bound sets are three-element sets. There are three cut es: 0, 1, and a in the diagram connected with the ction f0. In order to distinguish them, it is necessary to two bits (two bound functions). The diagram, ciated with the function f1, has two cut nodes: 1 and b a given cutting line. In order to differentiate them, one le bit is necessary (a single bound function). In the diagram, connected with the function f2, there are two nodes: c and d. Again, one bit is needed in order to inguish them. To sum up, in the case of carrying out functions f0, f1, and f2 separately, it is a must to use r bound functions connected with four bound blocks. It is also possible to share bound blocks. Firstly, the tors of cut nodes for each of three functions (f0, f1, f2) uld be determined. Secondly, a two-dimensional ition table shall be created (Fig.4b) . Because of the that multi-output function consists of three functions, artition table in Fig. 4b has three rows. In a partition e, there are the symbols connected with appropriate nodes for each function. In Fig.4b , four column erns A, B, C and D may be distinguished. The column erns in this table correspond to cut nodes, respectively, TBDD diagram that represents multi-output function .4c). Because of the fact that the number of the erns (cut nodes of MTBDD diagram) is 4, two bits are ded to distinguish them. It may lead to the creation of bound functions connected with two bound blocks T3/1). Thanks to the usage of share bound blocks, it possible to reduce the number of bound functions and number of LUT blocks. The obtained circuit structure resented on Fig.4d . The same process of searching for shared blocks may onducted for multi-root SMTBDDs [25] . The way of ceeding turns out to be also nearly the same except for fact that the symbols, placed in the cells of a partition e, are connected with an appropriate column pattern in ot table and not with the cut nodes. Unfortunately, combining too many functions into ti-output function, carried out on common resources, lead to a substantial increase in the number of bound ctions and the number of LUT blocks. The paper [24] ents the algorithm of gradual merging of BDD rams representing separate functions. The process of ging two diagrams is acceptable when the number of nodes in MTBDD diagram, gained after merging, is higher than the number of cut nodes in the diagrams re merging. Appropriate multi-output function, ied out on shared blocks, is obtained. The essence of such a solution is appropriate coding of cut nodes in which only one code is always ascribed to a single node (unicoding). The process of searching for common bound function is a two-stage process. In the first stage, it is necessary to determine the columns of a The essence of such a solution is the appropriate coding of cut nodes in which only one code is always ascribed to a single node (unicoding). The process of searching for common bound function is a two-stage process. In the first stage, it is necessary to determine the columns of a partition table to which the same codes should be ascribed. In the second stage, separate cut nodes should be named using appropriate codes. It is essential 
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to determine the paths that should be named with the same code. The problem may be solved by creating equivalence classes and analyzing the consistency in a graph's structure [41, 42] . The process of searching for equivalence classes in one-root graphs is as described in [20, 42] .
It is possible to determine equivalence classes in SMTBDD diagrams on the basis of the analysis of a consistency graph connected with a root table.
Example 2. Let me consider two functions described using the diagrams shown in Fig. 6a and 6b . The cutting of a diagram was done on the same levels. The extracts, which are the result of cutting ( Fig. 6c and 6d ), are associated with a bound set that includes the variables x2 and x3 for the function f0, and x2, x3, and x4 for the function f1. Both SMTBDD diagrams have two roots, and thus the root tables corresponding to the diagrams have two rows ( Fig. 6e and 6f) . Column multiplicity of tables is 4. In order to distinguish column patterns, two bits are needed, what leads to the creation of two bound functions.
In order to find a common coding bit, a consistency graph of a root table shall be created, whose nodes will be connected (Fig. 7b) . Each combination (path) is ppropriate column pattern of a root table.
le to combine the nodes, connected with patterns, with edges. In the obtained h of column patterns, there may be sets that have the edges combined with re marked in with appropriate colors in f a consistency graph nodes correspond classes. Therefore, there are three es. Common bound function g0 enables them in the way that the value 0 uivalence class connected with the set of th red color, and the value 1 corresponds nodes. Basic SMTBDD diagrams in btained. It can be observed that in both is the node connected with a common 0'. The obtained technology mapping is and common logic resources are marked ed case, both root tables have the same However, it is not so important as in the g a consistency graph, it is necessary to 
with appropriate combinations of variables in the analyzed extract (Fig. 7b) . Each combination (path) is associated with an appropriate column pattern of a root table. It becomes possible to combine the nodes (connected with the same column patterns) with edges. In the obtained consistency graph of column patterns, there may be distinguished the sets that have the edges combined with each other, marked with appropriate colors in Fig. 7b . The sets of consistency graph nodes correspond to equivalence classes. Therefore, there are three equivalence classes. Common bound function g0 enables differentiating them in the way that the value of 0 corresponds to equivalence class connected with the set of nodes marked with red color, and the value of 1 corresponds to the rest of the nodes. Basic SMTBDD diagrams in Fig. 6c and 6d may be replaced with the diagrams including the nodes associated with bound functions g0, g10, and g11 (Fig. 7c, 7d ). After having placed new SMTBDD diagrams between the cutting lines, the ROBDD diagrams, presented in Fig. 8a and 8b, are obtained. It can be observed that in both diagrams there is a node connected with a common bound function g0'. The obtained technology mapping is shown in Fig. 8c , and common logic resources are marked with a red color.
In the analyzed case both root tables have the same number of rows. However, it is not so important as in the process of cre-M. Kubica and D. Kania ating a consistency graph, it is necessary to know which pattern should be chosen for which combination and not what it is like.
Non-disjoint decomposition.
In the process of decomposition, various models of non-disjoint decomposition, for which Xb \ Xf = Φ, are used. It often turns out that non-disjoint decomposition leads to better results as far as the area is concerned. Non-disjoint decomposition reduces the area in bound blocks.
In general, non-disjoint decomposition is a kind of an expansion of serial (disjoint) decomposition. As opposed to the latter, one part of variables may be included in both a bound set and a free set. Thus, the third set of variables, Xs, including common variables (2), may be distinguished.
Xb \ Xf 6 = Φ; Xb ∩ Xf = Xs.
The essence of non-disjoint decomposition is presented on Fig. 9 The process of attaching some variables to both a bound and a free set may result in the reduction of the number of bound functions g [42] . It means that the variables from the common set Xs will fulfill the role of bound functions. Not every variable can fulfill the role of a 'switching' function. Therefore, the essence of searching for non-disjoint decomposition is based on searching for variables that may fulfill the role of bound functions. Non-disjoint decomposition may significantly improve the efficiency of using logic resources [43] [44] [45] . That is why this is the main topic of many papers. The ways of searching for non-disjoint decomposition were presented in [46, 47] . The starting point of the proposed searching for non-disjoint decomposition is disjoint decomposition (e.g. a simple serial decomposition). The process of searching for appropriate decomposition includes attaching next variables to the set Xs and checking whether the attachment of a variable xi to the set Xs will lead to the reduction of the number of bound functions g. A classic method that checks this condition is based on the analysis of the vectors of cut nodes obtained for a stable value of a 'switching' variable (variable x0) and was shown in the form of Example 3.
Example 3. Let us consider the function f : B
4 ! B described using ROBDD diagram presented in Fig. 10 . Let us consider the cutting of a diagram on the third level counting from the root (Fig. 10a ). There are three cut nodes -i, j, and k - 
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3.2
Non-disjoint decomposition.
In the process of decomposition, various models of non-disjoint decomposition, for which Xb ∩ Xf = Φ, are used. It often turns out that non-disjoint decomposition leads to better results as far as the area is concerned. Nondisjoint decomposition reduces the area in bound blocks.
In general, non-disjoint decomposition is a kind of expansion of serial decomposition (disjoint). As opposed to it, one part of variables may be included in both a bound set as well as a free set. Thus, the third set of variables Xs, including common variables (2), may be distinguished.
Xb ∩ Xf ≠ Φ;
Xb ∩ Xf = Xs.
The essence of non-disjoint decomposition is presented on The process of attaching some variables to both a reduction of the number of bound functions g [44] . It means that the variables from a common set Xs will fulfill the role of bound functions. Not each variable can fulfill the role of a 'switching' function. Therefore, the essence of searching for non-disjoint decomposition is based on searching for the variables that may fulfill the role of bound functions. Non-disjoint decomposition may significantly improve the efficiency of using logic resources [14, 15, 18] . That is why, this is the main topic of many papers . The ways of searching for non-disjoint decomposition were presented in the papers by [39, 48] . The starting point of proposed searching non-disjoint decomposition is disjoint decomposition (e.g. a simple serial decomposition). The process of searching for appropriate decomposition includes attaching next variables to the set Xs and checking whether the attachment of a variable xi to the set Xs will lead to the reduction of the number of bound functions g. A classic method that checks this condition, is based on the analysis of the vectors of cut nodes obtained for a stable value of a 'switching' variable (variable x0) and was shown in the form of the example 3.
Example 3:
Let's consider the function B B f 
4
: described using ROBDD diagram presented on Fig.10 . Let's consider the cutting of a diagram on the third level counting from a root (Fig.10a) . There are three cut nodes i, j, and k for the analyzed cutting. Two bits (two bound functions) are needed to differentiate them. The vector of cut nodes was presented on Fig.10b . In order to minimize the number of bound functions, searching for a variable, belonging to a bound set {x0, x1, x2} that may replace one of bound functions, should be started. 
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for the analyzed cutting. Two bits (two bound functions) are needed to differentiate them. The vector of cut nodes was presented in Fig. 10b . In order to minimize the number of bound functions, searching for a variable belonging to a bound set {x0, x1, x2}that may replace one of bound functions, should be started.
Let us establish whether the variable x0 may fulfill the role of bound function. Fig. 10b presents the partition of a vector of cut nodes for the variable x0 = 0 and x0 = 1. As the result of partition, two four-element vectors were created. The first one for x0 = 0 includes the symbols associated with two cut nodes j and k, and thus, one bound function is necessary. It is similar in the case of the vector connected with x0 = 1, where there are also two symbols, i and k (a single bound function again). The fact that the number of required bound functions for x0 = 0 and x0 = 1 is lower by 1 than the number of bound functions for non-disjoint decomposition. It means that the variable x0 may fulfill the role of bound function. The variable x0 shall be attached to both a bound block and a free block. The structure of a circuit after decomposition is shown in Fig. 10c .
In the case of multi-root SMTBDD diagrams, the method of searching for non-disjoint decomposition can be defined similarly. Disjoint decomposition is the starting point of searching for non-disjoint decomposition associated with a given extract. All the variables belonging to an SMTBDD diagram are analyzed as far as the possibility of replacing bound functions is concerned. This process is based on the attachment of variables to the set Xs and checking whether it is profitable. If the attachment of the variable xi to the set Xs causes the reduction of the number of bound functions g, the variable xi will remain in the set Xs.
It is similar as in the case of the one-root diagram, where it is essential to develop a method that will decide whether the attachment of the variable xi to the set Xs reduces the number of bound functions.
Each variable xi corresponds to the nodes in the SMTBDD diagram placed on a given level. The variable xi may take the value of 0 (xi = 0) or the value of 1 (xi = 1), which is connected with appropriate edges coming from a given node. These edges indicate appropriate subdiagrams. There are subdiagrams for xi = 0 and xi = 1 that may be distinguished. All in all, both subdiagrams indicate a given number of cut nodes for given roots. There is a possibility to create root tables for xi = 0 and xi = 1, for which the column multiplicity is determined. The number of various column patterns determines the number of bits (bound functions) necessary to distinguish them for both variable values -xi = 0 and xi = 1. If the number of bits (bound functions) needed to differentiate column patterns in a root table for the nodes indicated by the subdiagram connected with xi = 0 is lower than the number of bits (bound functions) for non-disjoint decomposition, and the number of bits (bound functions) for the subdiagram connected with xi = 1 fulfills the same condition, the variable xi may fulfill the role of a bound function. The analyzed method of searching for non-disjoint decomposition for multi-root SMTBDD diagram is presented in Example 4.
Example 4. For the function described with a diagram presented in Fig. 11a , the extract between two cutting lines, including three variables E = {x2, x3, x4}, is separated. As a result of the cutting, an SMTBDD diagram with two roots, a and b is created. The SMTBDD diagram is connected with four cut nodes -m, n, o and p (Fig. 11b) . In order to determine the number of bound functions, a root table is created (Fig. 11c) . The column multiplicity of a root table is 4, which is why it is necessary to create two bound functions.
To replace one of them with the variable x, searching for non-disjoint decomposition should be started. First, it is considered to use the variable x2 as a 'switching' variable. Fig. 11c shows two root tables associated with x2 = 0 and x2 = 1, respectively. In both cases the column multiplicity is 2. Thus, one single bit will be enough to differentiate them. The number of bound functions is lower than the number of bound functions for non-disjoint decomposition for both x2 = 0 and x2 = 1, which means that the variable x2 may fulfill the role of a bound function. In the analyzed case, only one single variable x capable of fulfilling the role of the function g can exist. 
This process is based on the attachment of variables to the set Xs and check whether it is profitable. If the attachment of the variable xi to the set Xs causes the reduction of the number of bound functions g, the variable xi will remain in the set Xs. It is similar as in the case of one-root diagram, it is essential to develop a method that will decide whether the attachment of the variable xi to the set Xs reduces the number of bound functions.
Each variable xi corresponds to the nodes in SMTBDD diagram that are placed on a given level. The variable xi may take the value 0 (xi=0) or the value 1 (xi=1) that is connected with appropriate edges coming from a given node. These edges indicate appropriate subdiagrams. There are the subdiagrams for xi=0 and xi=1 that may be distinguished. All in all, both subdiagrams indicate a given number of cut nodes for given roots. There is a possibility to create root tables for xi=0 and xi=1 for which the column multiplicity is determined. The number of various column patterns determines the number of necessary bits (bound functions) in order to distinguish them for both variable values xi=0 as well as xi=1. If the number of bits (bound functions), needed to differentiate column patterns in a root table for the nodes indicated by the subdiagram connected with xi=0, is lower than the number of bits (bound functions) for non-disjoint decomposition and the number of bits (bound functions) for the subdiagram connected with xi=1 fulfills the same condition, the variable xi may fulfill the role of a bound function. The analyzed method of searching for nondisjoint decomposition for multi-root SMTBDD diagram is presented in the example 4. Example 4
For the function described with a diagram presented on Fig.11a , the extract between two cutting lines including three variables E={x2, x3, x4}, is separated. As the result of cutting, SMTBDD diagram that has two roots a and b is created. SMTBDD diagram is connected with four cut nodes such as m, n, o and p (Fig.11b) . In order to determine the number of bound functions, a root table is created (Fig.11c) . The column multiplicity of a root table decomposition for both x2=0 as well as x2=1, it means that the variable x2 may fulfill the role of a bound function. In the analyzed case, only one single variable x that may fulfill the role of the function g, can exist. Therefore, searching for non-disjoint decomposition should be finished. The obtained structure of a circle is presented on Fig.11d . 
Technology mapping oriented to configurability of logic blocks.
The essence of an efficient synthesis is to guarantee the best technology mapping to logic blocks included in FPGA structures. Modern logic blocks such as ALM blocks (Adaptive Logic Module) [3] , include several LUT blocks inside. There is a possibility to configure ALM blocks in various ways. Separate configurations differ Therefore, the searching for non-disjoint decomposition should be finished. The obtained structure of a circle is presented in Fig. 11d. 
The essence of an efficient synthesis is to guarantee the best technology mapping to logic blocks included in FPGA structures. Modern logic blocks such as ALM blocks (adaptive logic module) [48] , include several LUT blocks inside. There is a possibility to configure ALM blocks in various ways. Separate configurations differ in the number of inputs of LUT blocks taken into account. The number of ALM block configurations is limited. It would be especially advantageous to direct decomposition at technology mapping of a function to a concrete ALM block configuration. Thus, it is key to find such decomposition that will guarantee the possibility of technology mapping in those LUT blocks which have a given number of inputs. In the case of function representation in the form of BDD, it can be obtained by carrying out multiple decompositions [37, 38] with given cutting levels.
Example 5.
Let us consider two multi-output functions, described using the MTBDD diagram presented in Fig. 12 . In order to guarantee the best technology mapping to ALM blocks, the process of decomposition should be matched to possible configurations of ALM blocks [48] and should choose the configuration that will be able to guarantee the most effective technology mapping of the analyzed multi-output function.
From the point of view of the analyzed methods of multiple cutting of BDD, the configurations in which there is no sharing of the inputs of LUT blocks are the most efficient ones. Searching for effective carrying out of a bound block should be performed best with the use of the model of multiple decomposition [2] . LUT blocks included in the ALM block may be associated with appropriate extracts of a diagram. The ALM block configuration that enables the best mapping of the results of multiple decomposition to logic resources of a circuit is shown in Fig. 13 . Fig.12 . In order to ntee the best technology mapping to ALM blocks, process of decomposition should be matched to ble configurations of ALM blocks [3] and choose the guration that will be able to guarantee the most tive technology mapping of the analyzed multit function. rom the analyzed methods of multiple cutting of point of view, the configurations, in which there is haring of the inputs of LUT blocks, is the most ient. Searching for effective carrying out of a bound shall be carried out best with the usage of the model ultiple decomposition [11] . LUT blocks included in block may be associated with appropriate extracts diagram. ALM block configuration that enables the mapping of the result of multiple decomposition to resources of a circuit is shown in Fig.13 . in ALM blocks, determine cutting lev Fig.12 . The key problem is to deter possible to conduct decomposition th match a circuit into a single ALM b becomes necessary to analyze the ca associated with the configuration prese (so on the level 4 and 8 counting from on the level 5 and 8 or 3 and 8 coun and 13c (so on the level 6 counting should be noticed that the configurat shown in Fig. 13c , enables to carry out a diagram. The thing that should be considere of a diagram enabling to carry out s ALM block configured in the way Fig.13a . Thus, the cutting of MTBD levels 4 and 8 counting from the ro presented on Fig.14a . For a zero extrac E0={x0,x1,x2,x3}, two bound functio distinguish three cut nodes marked wi the result of searching for non-disjoin can be said that the variable x0 may switching function. In this case, one will be carried out in LUT4/1 block will be replaced with the variable technology mapping of the first extr {x4,x5,x6,x7}, requires the analysis of shown in Fig.14b .
Column multiplicity of a root tab one single bound function is needed bound block connected with the extra out in one LUT4/1 block which is inclu Fig. 13 . ALM block configurations which guarantees the best technology mapping in the case of multiple decomposition inputs of LUT blocks into account. block configurations is limited. It vantageous to direct decomposition g of a function to a concrete ALM Thus, it is key to find such ill guarantee the possibility of n LUT blocks which have a given e case of function representation in can be obtained by carrying out n [25, 26] with given cutting levels. multi-output functions described m presented on Fig.12 . In order to hnology mapping to ALM blocks, mposition should be matched to s of ALM blocks [3] and choose the ll be able to guarantee the most mapping of the analyzed multid methods of multiple cutting of e configurations, in which there is puts of LUT blocks, is the most r effective carrying out of a bound ut best with the usage of the model tion [11] . LUT blocks included in ssociated with appropriate extracts lock configuration that enables the esult of multiple decomposition to cuit is shown in Fig.13 . The number of inputs of separate LUT cells included in ALM blocks, determine cutting levels of a diagram in Fig.12 . The key problem is to determine whether it is possible to conduct decomposition that will be able to match a circuit into a single ALM block. Therefore, it becomes necessary to analyze the cases for the cuttings associated with the configuration presented on Figure 13a (so on the level 4 and 8 counting from the root), 13b (so on the level 5 and 8 or 3 and 8 counting from the root), and 13c (so on the level 6 counting from the root). It should be noticed that the configuration of ALM block, shown in Fig. 13c , enables to carry out only one extract of a diagram.
The thing that should be considered first is the cutting of a diagram enabling to carry out separate extracts in ALM block configured in the way that is shown in Fig.13a . Thus, the cutting of MTBDD diagram on the levels 4 and 8 counting from the root, is analyzed and presented on Fig.14a . For a zero extract, for which the set
The number of inputs of separate LUT cells included in ALM blocks determine the cutting levels of the diagram in Fig.12 . The key problem is to determine whether it is possible to conduct decomposition that will be able to match a circuit to a single ALM block. Therefore, it becomes necessary to analyze the cases for the cuttings associated with the configuration presented in Fig. 13a (on levels 4 and 8 , counting from the root), Fig. 13b (on levels 5 and 8, or 3 and 8, counting from the root), and Fig. 13c (on level 6 , counting from the root). It should be noticed that the configuration of the ALM block shown in Fig. 13c enables to carry out only one extract of a diagram.
The thing that should be considered first is the cutting of a diagram enabling to carry out separate extracts in an ALM block configured as shown in Fig.13a . Thus, the cutting of MTBDD diagram on levels 4 and 8, counting from the root, is analyzed and presented in Fig. 14a . For a zero extract, for which the set E0 = {x0, x1, x2, x3}, two bound functions are necessary to distinguish three cut nodes marked in blue. As the result of searching for non-disjoint decomposition, it can be said that the variable x0 may fulfill the role of a switching function.
Decomposition of multi-output functions oriented to configurability of logic blocks
In this case, one of the bound functions will be carried out in the LUT4/1 block and the second one will be replaced with the variable x0. Searching for technology mapping of the first extract, for which E1 = {x4, x5, x6, x7}, requires an analysis of the root table shown in Fig. 14b .
Column multiplicity of the root table is 2. Thus, only a single bound function is needed. It means that a bound block connected with the extract 1 may be carried out in one LUT4/1 block included in the ALM block.
As a result of a double cutting of the MTBDD diagram, the structure presented in Fig. 14c is created and carried out in a single ALM block.
There is a possibility to configure ALM blocks using other ways, and thus, it is necessary to consider other possible technology mappings. While analyzing the configuration shown in Fig. 13b , two other ways of MTBDD diagram cutting shall be considered. First is the one in which the cutting lines are led on levels 3 and 8, counting from the root (Fig. 15a) , and the second, in which the cutting lines are led on levels 5 and 8 (Fig. 16a) .
In the first case, together with the cutting lines presented in Fig. 15a , the zero extract (E0 = {x0, x1, x2}) has only one root. Thus, the number of bound functions depends on the number of cut nodes. Differentiation of three cut nodes leads to a technology mapping in which two bound functions exist. As in the previous case, the variable x0 may fulfill the role of a bound function. Therefore, in order to carry out a bound block associated with this extract, an LUT3/1 block is enough and it is the element of a complex configuration of the ALM block (Fig. 13b) . For the first extract (E1 = {x3, x4, x5, x6, x7}) ith cutting lines, presented ={x0,x1,x2}) has only one d functions depends on the ntiation of three cut nodes g in which two bound vious case, the variable x0 unction. Therefore, in order ssociated with this extract, d it is the element of a M block (Fig.13b) . For the ,x7}), column multiplicity basis of a root table shown ity of this table is 3, thus, ed. It requires to use two or the configuration shown ck exists. Therefore, for a three LUT5/1 blocks. The extract 1 (E1={x5,x6,x7}) connected with a root table, shown in Fig.16b , whos column multiplicity is 2. In order to carry out a boun block associated with it, LUT3/1 block is enough. Th obtained solution is far from ideal than the solutio discovered in the previous analyzed cases.
The last configuration of ALM block, which shall b considered, is the configuration in which ALM block included in LUT6/1 block (Fig.13c) . In this situation, th cutting of a diagram should be done on the level (Fig.17) . The number of cut nodes (marked with a blu color), in the diagram shown in Fig.17, is 6 . Therefore, is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks and what is mor three ALM blocks. This kind of solution is also wors from the previous ones. . ogether with cutting lines, presented tract (E0={x0,x1,x2}) has only one r of bound functions depends on the . Differentiation of three cut nodes mapping in which two bound the previous case, the variable x0 bound function. Therefore, in order block associated with this extract, ough and it is the element of a n of ALM block (Fig.13b) . For the ,x4,x5,x6,x7}), column multiplicity on the basis of a root table shown multiplicity of this table is 3, thus, are needed. It requires to use two M cell for the configuration shown LUT block exists. Therefore, for a switching function that gives the possibility to condu non-disjoint decomposition. Thus, it is necessary to u three LUT5/1 blocks. The extract 1 (E1={x5,x6,x7}) connected with a root table, shown in Fig.16b , who column multiplicity is 2. In order to carry out a boun block associated with it, LUT3/1 block is enough. T obtained solution is far from ideal than the solutio discovered in the previous analyzed cases. The last configuration of ALM block, which shall considered, is the configuration in which ALM block included in LUT6/1 block (Fig.13c) . In this situation, t cutting of a diagram should be done on the level (Fig.17) . The number of cut nodes (marked with a bl color), in the diagram shown in Fig.17, is 6 . Therefore, is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks and what is mor three ALM blocks. This kind of solution is also wor from the previous ones. There is a possibility to configure ALM blocks using other ways, thus, it is necessary to consider other possible technology mappings. While analyzing the configuration shown in Fig. 13b , two other ways of MTBDD diagram cutting shall be considered. First, in which cutting lines are led on the levels 3 and 8 counting from the root (Fig.15a) , and the second, in which cutting lines are led on the level 5 and 8 (Fig.16a) .
In the first case, together with cutting lines, presented on Fig.15a, a zero extract (E0={x0,x1,x2}) has only one root. Thus, the number of bound functions depends on the number of cut nodes. Differentiation of three cut nodes leads to technology mapping in which two bound functions exist. As in the previous case, the variable x0 may fulfill the role of bound function. Therefore, in order complex cutting of MTBDD diagram possibility to carry out bound blocks in block. In this case, it is necessary to blocks. That is why, it is worse than the to the configuration shown in Fig.13a .
An alternative method of cutting of M is presented on Fig.16a . The extract, ass set E0={x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}, is identified coming out from the nodes included in that there are six cut nodes. It require bound block in the form of a structure w (three bound functions). For such c variable, included in the extract 0, can fu switching function that gives the possib non-disjoint decomposition. Thus, it is three LUT5/1 blocks. The extract 1 (E1 connected with a root table, shown in column multiplicity is 2. In order to ca block associated with it, LUT3/1 block obtained solution is far from ideal th discovered in the previous analyzed cases
The last configuration of ALM block considered, is the configuration in whic included in LUT6/1 block (Fig.13c) . In t cutting of a diagram should be done (Fig.17) . The number of cut nodes (ma color), in the diagram shown in Fig.17 , i is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks a three ALM blocks. This kind of solutio from the previous ones. There is a possibility to configure ALM blocks using other ways, thus, it is necessary to consider other possible technology mappings. While analyzing the configuration shown in Fig. 13b , two other ways of MTBDD diagram cutting shall be considered. First, in which cutting lines are led on the levels 3 and 8 counting from the root (Fig.15a) , and the second, in which cutting lines are led on the level 5 and 8 (Fig.16a) .
In the first case, together with cutting lines, presented on Fig.15a, a zero extract (E0={x0,x1,x2}) has only one root. Thus, the number of bound functions depends on the number of cut nodes. Differentiation of three cut nodes leads to technology mapping in which two bound functions exist. As in the previous case, the variable x0 may fulfill the role of bound function. Therefore, in order to carry out a bound block associated with this extract, LUT3/1 block is enough and it is the element of a complex cutting of MTBDD diagram, there i possibility to carry out bound blocks in a single block. In this case, it is necessary to use two blocks. That is why, it is worse than the solution ma to the configuration shown in Fig.13a .
An alternative method of cutting of MTBDD dia is presented on Fig.16a . The extract, associated wi set E0={x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}, is identified with the coming out from the nodes included in it and indic that there are six cut nodes. It requires to carry bound block in the form of a structure with three ou (three bound functions). For such cutting line variable, included in the extract 0, can fulfill the rol switching function that gives the possibility to co non-disjoint decomposition. Thus, it is necessary t three LUT5/1 blocks. The extract 1 (E1={x5,x6,x7 connected with a root table, shown in Fig.16b , w column multiplicity is 2. In order to carry out a b block associated with it, LUT3/1 block is enough obtained solution is far from ideal than the so discovered in the previous analyzed cases.
The last configuration of ALM block, which sh considered, is the configuration in which ALM blo included in LUT6/1 block (Fig.13c) . In this situatio cutting of a diagram should be done on the le (Fig.17) . The number of cut nodes (marked with a color), in the diagram shown in Fig.17, is 6 . Theref is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks and what is three ALM blocks. This kind of solution is also from the previous ones. ere is a possibility to configure ALM blocks using ways, thus, it is necessary to consider other possible logy mappings. While analyzing the configuration in Fig. 13b , two other ways of MTBDD diagram shall be considered. First, in which cutting lines d on the levels 3 and 8 counting from the root 5a), and the second, in which cutting lines are led on el 5 and 8 (Fig.16a) . the first case, together with cutting lines, presented .15a, a zero extract (E0={x0,x1,x2}) has only one hus, the number of bound functions depends on the r of cut nodes. Differentiation of three cut nodes complex cutting of MTBDD diagram possibility to carry out bound blocks in block. In this case, it is necessary to blocks. That is why, it is worse than the s to the configuration shown in Fig.13a .
An alternative method of cutting of M is presented on Fig.16a . The extract, ass set E0={x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}, is identified coming out from the nodes included in i that there are six cut nodes. It requires bound block in the form of a structure w (three bound functions). For such cu variable, included in the extract 0, can fu switching function that gives the possib non-disjoint decomposition. Thus, it is n three LUT5/1 blocks. The extract 1 (E1= connected with a root table, shown in column multiplicity is 2. In order to ca block associated with it, LUT3/1 block obtained solution is far from ideal th discovered in the previous analyzed cases.
The last configuration of ALM block considered, is the configuration in which included in LUT6/1 block (Fig.13c) . In t cutting of a diagram should be done (Fig.17) . The number of cut nodes (mar color), in the diagram shown in Fig.17 , is is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks a three ALM blocks. This kind of solutio from the previous ones. There is a possibility to configure ALM blocks using other ways, thus, it is necessary to consider other possible technology mappings. While analyzing the configuration shown in Fig. 13b , two other ways of MTBDD diagram cutting shall be considered. First, in which cutting lines are led on the levels 3 and 8 counting from the root (Fig.15a) , and the second, in which cutting lines are led on the level 5 and 8 (Fig.16a) .
In the first case, together with cutting lines, presented on Fig.15a , a zero extract (E0={x0,x1,x2}) has only one root. Thus, the number of bound functions depends on the number of cut nodes. Differentiation of three cut nodes leads to technology mapping in which two bound functions exist. As in the previous case, the variable x0 may fulfill the role of bound function. Therefore, in order to carry out a bound block associated with this extract, LUT3/1 block is enough and it is the element of a complex configuration of ALM block (Fig.13b) . For the complex cutting of MTBDD diagram, there is possibility to carry out bound blocks in a single AL block. In this case, it is necessary to use two AL blocks. That is why, it is worse than the solution matc to the configuration shown in Fig.13a .
An alternative method of cutting of MTBDD diagr is presented on Fig.16a . The extract, associated with set E0={x0,x1,x2,x3,x4}, is identified with the ed coming out from the nodes included in it and indicat that there are six cut nodes. It requires to carry ou bound block in the form of a structure with three outp (three bound functions). For such cutting lines, variable, included in the extract 0, can fulfill the role o switching function that gives the possibility to cond non-disjoint decomposition. Thus, it is necessary to three LUT5/1 blocks. The extract 1 (E1={x5,x6,x7}) connected with a root table, shown in Fig.16b , wh column multiplicity is 2. In order to carry out a bou block associated with it, LUT3/1 block is enough. T obtained solution is far from ideal than the solut discovered in the previous analyzed cases.
The last configuration of ALM block, which shall considered, is the configuration in which ALM block included in LUT6/1 block (Fig.13c) . In this situation, cutting of a diagram should be done on the leve (Fig.17) . The number of cut nodes (marked with a b color), in the diagram shown in Fig.17 , is 6. Therefore is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks and what is mo three ALM blocks. This kind of solution is also wo from the previous ones. Fig. 15b . Column multiplicity of this table is 3, and thus, two bound functions are needed. It requires to use two LUT5/1 blocks. In the ALM cell for the configuration shown in Fig. 13b , only one LUT block exists. Therefore, for a complex cutting of MTBDD diagram, there is no possibility to carry out bound blocks in a single ALM block. In this case, it is necessary to use two ALM blocks. That is why it is worse than the solution matched to the configuration shown in Fig. 13a .
An alternative method of cutting the MTBDD diagram is presented in Fig. 16a . The extract, associated with the set E0 = {x0, x1, x2, x3, x4}, is identified with the edges coming out from the nodes included in it, indicating that there are six cut nodes. It requires to carry out a bound block in the form of a structure with three outputs (three bound functions). For such cutting lines, no variable included in extract 0 can fulfill the role of a switching function that would create the possibility to conduct non-disjoint decomposition. Thus, it is necessary to use three LUT5/1 blocks. Extract 1 (E1 = {x5, x6, x7}) is connected with a root table shown in Fig. 16b , whose column multiplicity is 2. In order to carry out a bound block associated with it, an LUT3/1 block is enough. The obtained solution is much further from ideal than the solutions discovered in the previously analyzed cases.
The last configuration of the ALM block which shall be considered is the configuration in which the ALM block is included in an LUT6/1 block (Fig. 13c) . In this situation, the cutting of a diagram should be done on level 6 (Fig. 17) . The number of cut nodes (marked in blue) in the diagram (Fig. 17) is 6. Therefore, it is necessary to use three LUT6/1 blocks, and what is more, three ALM blocks. This kind of solution is also worse than the previous ones. It should be noted t considerations are bas variables. In the ana MultiDec, the search is would use the lowest consideration the config
Experimental re
The base methods o Among the analyzed cuttings of a diagram, matched to configurable abilities of ALM blocks, the best results were obtained in the configuration of two independent LUT4/1 blocks. In this situation, bound blocks can be them is the variable x0), the diagram desc block, analyzed in the next stage of synthes variables. Because of the fact that both bo included in a multi-output function and de block, depend on the same six variables blocks may be carried out in a single configured in such a way that part of the inp (4 out of 6) for both LUT6/1 blocks [48] .
As a result of the synthesis of the an output function with the use of multiple cut MTBDD diagram directed at technology ALM blocks, the obtained structure consist blocks and is presented in Fig. 18 . 
Decomposition of multi-output functions oriented to configurability of logic blocks
Among the analyzed cuttings of a diagram, matched to configurable abilities of ALM blocks, the best results were obtained in the configuration of two independent LUT4/1 blocks. In this situation, bound blocks can be carried out in a single ALM block. After having replaced the extracts 0 and 1 with three bound functions (one of them is the variable x0), the diagram describing the free block, analyzed in the next stage of synthesis, includes six variables. It results from the fact that both bound functions included in a multi-output function and describing a free block depend on the same six variables. Thus, these blocks may be carried out in a single ALM block configured in such a way that part of the inputs are shared (4 out of 6) for both LUT6/1 blocks [48] .
As a result of the synthesis of the analyzed multi-output function with the use of multiple cutting method of MTBDD diagram directed at technology mapping to ALM blocks, the obtained structure consists of two ALM blocks and is presented in Fig. 18 .
It should be noted that in the analyzed example the considerations are based on only one ordering of variables. In the analyzed synthesis system, called MultiDec, the search is for the best mapping, such that would use the lowest number of blocks, taking into consideration the configuration of ALM blocks.
Experimental results
The base methods of decomposition are implemented in the MultiDec algorithm that is described in detail in [37] .
Additionally, the logic synthesis strategy directed to configurability of logic blocks with the use of the MultiDec method also includes:
a. initial grouping of functions in multi-output function b. the choice of cutting lines being oriented towards the configurability of logic blocks c. searching for disjoint decompositions for separate multi-output functions (various ordering of variables) d. optimization by searching for non-disjoint decomposition e. searching for shared bound functions (unicoding) f. checking if there is a necessity to carry out next stages of decomposition The matter of variable ordering in a BDD diagram is essential from the decomposition point of view. The number of cut nodes depends on (apart from the level on which the cutting was done) the BDD ordering. In the classic approach to decomposition with the use of BDD, in which there is only one single horizontal cutting line, the problem of ordering is based on determining which variables should be above and below the cutting line. In the case of multiple cutting (MultiDec), it is key to determine in which extract (between which cutting lines) the given variable is. In the case of MultiDec, three main stages of searching for effective variable ordering may be determined:
1. Initial variable ordering on the basis of statistical frequency of occurring of a given variable in the description of the analyzed multi-output function 2. The levels of cutting lines 3. Relocation of a given variable between separate extracts (bound sets) -each time the assessment of mapping technology to a given blocks is performed (after the analysis of all the extracts, a variable is placed in that extract in which it is the most profitable -it results from the analysis of mapping the efficiency cofactor) Stage 3 is carried out for all the variables in BDD. Searching for the best possible variable ordering in MultiDec does not guarantee that the optimal solution will be found, since not all variable orderings in BDD are analyzed. However, it enables to reduce the time of searching for an acceptable ordering of variables in BDD which is longer than in the classic approach with one cutting line.
In order to determine the efficiency of the proposed solutions, it is necessary to compare the results of synthesis using the MultiDec method with the results obtained with the use of academic, as well as commercial tools.
It is difficult to compare the MultiDec method with academic tools. A substantial majority of these tools is oriented to technology mapping of a function to homogenous LUT blocks that have a given number of inputs. At present, ABC [31] is an academic system that enables to carry out the synthesis in both combinational and sequential circuits. The comparison of the MultiDec and ABC systems is performed. The ABC system is characterized by flexibility, and its synthesis results depend on the scripts including the set of synthesis instructions. The MultiDec system is compared with three various scripts, such as ABC_1, ABC_2, ABC_3 and ABC_4. The scripts ABC_1 (strash; dch; if -K 5; mfs) and ABC_3 (strash; dch; if -K 6; mfs) enable to conduct technology mapping in logic blocks that have 5 and 6 inputs, respectively. The script ABC_2 (strash; resyn2; fpga), on the other hand, enables to obtain results that are the outcome of an advanced resynthesis together with matching to logic blocks with 5 inputs. In addition, the experiment for the script ABC_4 (&st; &synch2; &if -K 5;) was conducted using the package ABC9. A series of experiments for a popular set of benchmarks are conducted [49] . As a result of the synthesis of the analyzed multioutput function with the use of multiple cutting method of MTBDD diagram directed at technology mapping to ALM blocks, the obtained structure consists of two ALM blocks and is presented in Fig. 18 . It should be noted that in the analyzed example the considerations are based on only one ordering of variables. In the analyzed synthesis system, called MultiDec, the search is for the best mapping, such that would use the lowest number of blocks, taking into consideration the configuration of ALM blocks.
The base methods of decomposition are implemented in the MultiDec algorithm that is described in detail in [37] . Additionally, the logic synthesis strategy directed to configurability of logic blocks with the use of the MultiDec method also includes:
a. initial grouping of functions in multi-output function b. the choice of cutting lines being oriented towards the configurability of logic blocks c. searching for disjoint decompositions for separate multi-output functions (various ordering of variables) d. optimization by searching for non-disjoint decomposition e. searching for shared bound functions (unicoding) f. checking if there is a necessity to carry out next stages of decomposition The experimental results are presented in Table 1 . For the MultiDec system in the first column (MultiDec_45), technology mapping was oriented to popular configurable blocks to the form of LUT_4/2 or LUT_5/1. In the second column (MultiDec_56), technology mapping is directed to configurable blocks to the form of LUT_5/2 or LUT_6/1.
The obtained results are compared on the basis of total number of blocks and levels included in the last row in Table 1 . The values are presented in the form of bar charts shown in Fig. 19a (blocks) and Fig. 19b (levels) .
While comparing the obtained results as far as the number of blocks is concerned (Fig. 19a) , it can be observed that it synthesis in commercial tools. A series of experiments were done with the usage of commercial tools in order to compare the effects of synthesis for the cases in which decomposition was carried out in MultiDec system with the solutions in which the total synthesis process was carried out in a commercial tool. The results were compared with the most popular and widely available synthesis tools such as Quartus 15.1 (Altera) and ISE 14.7 (Xilinx). In the case of Quartus, synthesis was oriented to ALM blocks included in the circles Stratix and Cyclon series V. In the case of ISE, synthesis was directed to the blocks included in the circles Artix, Kintex series 7, and Virtex series 6 (are characterized by the same configurable abilities). The results of the comparison are presented in the form of Table 2 . While comparing the obtained results as far as the number of blocks is concerned (Fig.19a) , it can be While comparing the obtained results as far as the number of blocks is concerned (Fig.19a) , it can be observed that it is essential to use configurability of logic synthesis in commercial tools were done with the usage of c compare the effects of synthe decomposition was carried ou the solutions in which the to carried out in a commercia compared with the most pop synthesis tools such as Quartus (Xilinx). In the case of Quartu ALM blocks included in the series V. In the case of ISE, sy blocks included in the circles Virtex series 6 (are char configurable abilities). The res presented in the form of Table   Table  The comparison of the synthesis resu  for commercial too In the second table, the first synthesis results (the number column 'ISE' describes the synthesis process was carried column ABC_3 + ISE present gained using the system ABC 'MultiDec' + 'ISE' includes th circuit was subjected to synth result of decomposition carri 
Decomposition of multi-output functions oriented to configurability of logic blocks
is essential to use configurability of logic blocks. Technology mapping that enables flexible choosing of the number of inputs causes a substantial reduction in the number of necessary blocks comparing to the solutions with a precisely defined number of inputs in a logic block. While comparing the number of logic levels (Fig. 19b) , it can be said that the obtained results differ from each other. After having compared the total synthesis time, it can be said that despite the lack of the resynthesis process in the MultiDec system, the synthesis process in ABC system is definitely faster.
The comparison of the MultiDec system with commercial tools is much more precise. The MultiDec system makes it possible to create a structural description of the results in HDL. Therefore, it enables to conduct the last stages of synthesis with commercial tools. A series of experiments were performed with the use of commercial tools in order to compare the effects of synthesis for the cases in which decomposition was carried out in the MultiDec system, with the solutions in which the total synthesis process was carried out with a commercial tool. The results were compared with the most popular and widely available synthesis tools such as Quartus 15.1 (Altera) and ISE 14.7 (Xilinx). In the case of Quartus, the synthesis was oriented to ALM blocks included in the circles Stratix and Cyclon series V. In the case of ISE, the synthesis was directed to the blocks included in the circles Artix, Kintex series 7, and Virtex series 6 (they are characterized by the same configurable abilities). The results of the comparison are presented in Table 2 .
ried out in the ISE system. The column ABC_3 + ISE presents the result of the synthesis performed using the ABC system and the ISE tool. The column MultiDec + ISE includes the solutions in which an HDL circuit was subjected to synthesis and was achieved as a result of a decomposition carried out with the use of MultiDec. In the next two columns, the results gained with the use of Quartus are presented. The last row of the second table determines the total number of blocks for the compiled set of benchmarks obtained in each case.
While comparing the total number of blocks gained in both cases for ISE, it can be observed that the results are nearly the same. Thus, it is difficult to talk about advantages resulting from the use of the MultiDec algorithm. In the Quartus system it was possible to reduce the number of blocks by about 17%, as a result of the decomposition methods included in the MultiDec system. It is clearly visible that the elements of matching decomposition algorithms to logic resources of the FPGA structure included in the MultiDec system improve the efficiency of the process of synthesis.
Conclusion
The basic problem of logic synthesis of digital circuits carried out with the use of an LUT-based FPGA structure is the matter of the partition of a designed circuit into separate, configurable logic blocks. The optimal partition of circuits is not known. Many scientists have been working to improve the synthesis process oriented to LUT-based FPGA structures.
The ideas presented in this paper seem to be competitive in reference to those that are known from literature. They are a kind of a development of the classic theory of decomposition. The essence of the development is based on the way of searching for appropriate decomposition of a multi-output function described with the use of MTBDD. The proposed optimization includes a way of performing a decomposition of a multi-output function, a method of searching for non-disjoint decomposition, and multiple cutting of an MTBDD diagram, enabling to match the decomposition process to configurability of logic blocks.
Experimental results prove the effectiveness of the presented solutions in comparison with the most popular academic and commercial tools. The next stages will include the usage of proposed decomposition methods in the process of multi-level optimization.
